‘Hamlet’ and World Cinema reveals a rich history of cinematic production extending around the globe. Making a case for Hamlet as the world’s most frequently filmed text, and using specially commissioned interviews with cast, directors and screenwriters, it discusses films from Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and the Middle East. The book argues that the play has been taken up by filmmakers worldwide to allegorize the energies, instabilities, traumas and expectations that have defined the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. In so doing, it rejects the Anglophone focus which has dominated criticism up to now and explores instead the multiple constituencies that have claimed Shakespeare’s most celebrated work as their own. ‘Hamlet’ and World Cinema uncovers a vital part of the adaptation story. This book facilitates a fresh understanding of Shakespeare’s cinematic significance and newly highlights Hamlet’s political and aesthetic instrumentality in a vast range of local and global contexts.
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A Note on Texts and Titles

The edition of the play used for quotation is the Arden *Hamlet*, revised edition, edited by Ann Thompson and Neil Taylor (London and New York: Bloomsbury, 2016). The play exists, of course, in three versions (*Q1*, *Q2* and *F*), and, where appropriate, I have distinguished between them.

How film titles are referred to is a notoriously inconsistent business. For first citations, I have tended to use the non-English title followed by the English translation provided for international distribution. In subsequent references, I use the non-English title alone. There are some world cinema *Hamlet* titles that are better known by their English-language title; in these instances, there is no necessity for translation. Other films, possibly because they never received international distribution, are referred to by a title in the original language. There is inevitably a certain amount of titular variation in response to local contexts and conventions.